


F IRST T HE BURNING

Cat ie  Rose murgy





What is red and singing on the inside, gray and moaning on the outside?
(The opera house)

What is green, damp, and stuck between the forest’s teeth?
(The doctor)

What drags on the floor and catches fire?
What reveals the blonde girl’s legs while destroying them?
(The afternoon sun)

What grows tall, blocks the sun, loses everything,
and still darkens the field? (The young soldier
looking for the mute boy who took
all the goodness with him)

What spreads out by simplifying further?
What lives by getting sicker?

What (smoke) was here?
What (government)?

What saves and ruins?
(The museum)

What blooms amongst the rocks?
(A ship)

Gold River Neck Riddle



What opens wide and explains why?
(A burning window)

What is ill-advised in the new world?
(What ends at the treeline.
What splits like a lip into two less viable possibilities.)

What shimmers on our bodies when we are warm?
(Our historic burning) What lines both the insides of our coats
and the insides of our mouths?
(Our current burning)
What is the real museum?
What is wet and is yet a wick?
(The tongue, which becomes colorless over time.
Which flakes.)

What is the souvenir we bring home from the flood?
(Our hair)
On what bent and drinking animal are we the pattern?
(The land)
(The river)
(The pollen-dusted, busy space between the trees)



A Girl—Strange, Sleek-Headed, Pale but Soot-Smeared—Emerges from a Golden River. 

They say we were lucky and survived the fire because we hid in the river
or in other bodies of water:

—wells, creeks, ponds,
swamps, troughs, ditches,
marshes,
tubs

That’s also why our edges started to blur.
Tap the storekeeper’s wife on the shoulder, and she ripples outward.
You’re left talking to a pool of water.

When they lay a group of us out on the ground,
our bodies form a map of connected lakes:

—Braid Lake,
Smudge Lake,
Stranger Lake,
Two Neighbors Lake

We stand around boiling strips of cloth and ripping up dresses into bandages.
Newspapers have shown up again to explain to us
what we’ve been through.

I find a charred wall to rest against and try to do what I used to do,
which was draw conclusions:



—Every so often there’s a fire that changes everything.
Last time, we were lucky and got to be the fire.

—Despite what we thought, we may lead to what matters,
but we don’t matter ourselves.

—We’re more like letters than words,
and more like scratch marks than letters.
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The Girl’s Been Washed and Is No Longer So Strange. She Sits at a Table in a Small 

Kitchen and Is Safely Back with Her Family. But Now the Fire Keeps Happening Nearly 

Every Day. Outside the Window Behind Her, the Light Begins.

We got used to the fire eventually.
They gave up and started making new maps without us.

We started making little carvings and gluing on eyes.
I asked my mother, why bother with such tedious details
when we know we’ll never finish?
We always melt over the pieces or drop one
when it gets hot and cause the fire.

She told me, for the one millionth time, put on your white dress
and go help your brothers.

They want me to sit in the corner like a chipped cup
and look old-fashioned.
Hold still. Relax.
That’s what everyone’s saying now.

My brothers think that if the photograph looks real
it will be considered evidence.

They say people will believe I’m from the past
if I can half smile but still look as if I might scream in the next frame.



The Girl’s Gotten Used to the Fire Happening Every Day. She Stands at a Safe Distance 

and Watches the Foundation of a House Sputter and Cool. Afterwards She Slides 

Down the Clay Bank to the Rocks of the River, Soaks Her Feet until Their Little Bones 

Ache, Then Takes the Steep Path Back up, Using the Exposed Roots to Climb Quickly. 

She’s Half-Heartedly Looking, but She Knows She Isn’t Going to Find Them. Her Family 

Is Gone for Now.

Every day the people are strung onto the fire like beads onto a wire.

I stay safe, find the edge of what’s real and break off pieces of it.
I feed it to my eyes through their wide-open beaks.

Then the smoke smears a couple hours.
The day hangs up ahead
like a badly cleaned chalkboard.

I bump into water pumps and half-erased porch steps, what’s left of my town
cutting into my shins.
Old roads.
Ash drifts.

We are whatever kind of snow falls here.

I walk until the air is clear and everything’s been traded for more white pines.
They’re a counting device,
hashmarks.

Many, many.



I keep going.
Finally, I make it out past the high counting
and wander into the exact kind of field that’s so necessary
for becoming a person.

They’ll come back now.
Doctor,
store clerk.
They’ll cross the dry grasses one by one.
We just needed the right field.

I know exactly what’s going to happen but not when.
We’ll arrive by boat,
we’ll be carrying small bags that hold very little,
we’ll own new things just by seeing them.

We’ll clear thousands of miles,
stack the brush, and let it dry.
We’ll pretend we’re building a great flatness to be enjoyed by trains,
but what we’ll actually be building is a fire.

The tricky part is becoming the fire
and then the green shoots after the fire.

I won’t be able to explain the rules to them when they get here.
I hope the rules will be obvious.
The char will have no voice.
That’s the definition of char.



The Girl Looks Around as If She Wants to Cut Things, but There Are Only Trees.

I have
my brother’s penknife
but don’t know
my name.

I’m not forgetful,
I just lose one thing every day.

The wondering
Sarah? Jane?
blends in with my hunger
and creates a general premise of girl/need
that suits the forest.

My ability to feel has hardened
into a little lump near my waist.
First thing in the morning,
I trim it back.

I like
the musical way it feels to mark a row of trees
ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii
                                             ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii
Gash, gash,
jab, jab.



ii

for my two eyes.
Like jewels,
they’re what I take with me.
I stuff them
into the dirty pocket of my looking.

ii

for my double, my partner.
She’s stick-haired, she’s fat and blue.
Fairly mild for this time of year.
We fight now and then,

but by the late afternoon
she’s a long, gray blankness,
so I trust her completely.

She lies there at my feet
as if she’s been knocked down,
but the truth is
she loves to drag in the dirt beside me as I run.



The Woman with a Star in Her Throat and a Fire in the Cupboard

When I was young, I hid under the porch with a star in my throat.
When I got a little older, my mother opened the cupboard to let the fire out.

I should’ve known the limestone cliffs meant a coming blankness.
We should’ve noticed the competition growing deadly
between the masts and the trees. The problem wasn’t the lateness of our parties
but what we used for wood to keep them lit.

What is it people say—take my arm
and walk with me for a moment along the shore?

My mother, bless her, is a speck of color in the flush of a great cheek.
I’ve come to ask you to consider praying for that giant child.

Remember when we began to forget the babies once we tossed them in the air?
First it was the completion of those simple gestures,
but then entire sections of the story went missing. In our lips
we could feel the slight buzz when the cut was made. Such a lovely day,

but how was it lovely exactly? How was it
that we came to live here? I believe

we were outside in the yard, maybe we heard the kettle boil.
We set them down, that was how the stories got wet
and began to bleed together. I also believe we built the sides of the town too high,
and the events kept rolling back. I didn’t know



that the water was going to keep rising as well,
but if you have any say in the matter, while the boats go down,
I’d like to be on a ladder, peeking into a loft made narcotic with children,
a dead pool with rolling, living waves. If possible,
I’d like the water to douse the match that’s growing out of the bones of my hand.



The Woman Who Gets Up to Serve Tea

Should I blame the birds and the way their feathers are stuck into them?
What about the pine trees pushed into the dull sand hills?

We came here so we could be wooden and yet removed from the problem
of being stacked like kindling and arranged in piles on the ground,
but our plan backfired and made us less than human.

It’s as if we bumped our giant, collective head.
It’s as if we formed a giant, collective head so we could keep bumping it.
When we woke up, we would stick our hands into traps
we’d rigged hours earlier. We could still tell whether or not
we were gripping one another too tightly,
but not whether or not we were dreaming.

Once you believe you are the quaking, fertile pistil, the notion is hard to shake,
but why did we ever believe it? All morning we dried out
and bent back and forth together in an arid field. In the afternoon,
four or five of us waded out and watched our dresses flower around us in the lake.
Our babies were gone or blurred under the water, so it must have been a dream.

As the waves lift your hair away, you can feel how natural it is
for your body to come apart.
So, in that sense, it was a relief when the fire turned out to be real.



The Woman Waiting for You on the Porch When You Step Outside

Do you mind the smell of a scalding pan?
The bird bones rearranged each day next to the front step?

Because I don’t.
I really don’t.

When someone like you crests the hill and arrives in Gold River,
it becomes clear that a giant rose is coming together
and clear that when you leave it will fall apart.

See if this makes you want to stay:
we have no secrets. All across our small peninsula,
the process of swallowing has been turned inside out.

If you want to, you can tie a scrap of your mother’s linen to the tree
we’re decorating in the center of town.

Listen, listen, listen, you can hear it:
you and I are rolling back into the same head. You’re the other eye
through which the forest watches its own destruction
and finds it beautiful.

And I’ve eaten all my neighbors’ meat.
I’ve lived for months as each one of them, in their clothes,
with their memories like shards of colored glass stuck into me.



You’re the only one I’ve met who can also live off the fabric
from the furniture, who can drink by brushing against the morning leaves.

We’ve always been headed toward this lack of caring.

Let’s begin with the fine meat between one another’s fingers,
because it’s endless, and we will never finish.



The Girl Climbs Out of the River Again.

I think of it as a game, being alive when no one else is.
If I keep walking,
one by one the trees will begin to trust me
enough to return.

I don’t get to decide where I’ll be, I’m always beside a river,
but I can decide who I’ll be and how I’ll move.
I’ve chosen to be the girl.

I sit down in the dirt and draw the town where we used to live,
my house worn flat by how often I try to get back to it.

There I am, arms loaded with pieces of fire
and other bright fabrics to pin up.

Here are my options:
I can start sewing,
I can run,
I can go back to the beginning
and become the mayor, the doctor, or the young soldier instead. 



The Girl Senses Something.

When I write out the word THIS with stones by a stand of birch trees, I mean:
this pungent water rising up past my knee,
this homesickness,
this warm, half-frightened feeling.



If There Is One Girl, There Must Be Two.

Because the morning had another side.

On this side,
a field rolled in pleasure.
On the other side,

a quiet yard pooled around a grand house.

Our girl, the one who was scattered throughout
like a mineral in the field, saw another girl

forming in the seriousness and good fortune
on the other side. The other girl
was taller, blonder,

and her mouth was being pried open by the sun.

Our girl, the one who was repeated like fence posts,
felt the sun take her face in its chemical hand.

It pressed these words onto their tongues one by one:

If. I. Break. Open.
It’s. Only. So. You. Can. Crawl. Out.



Like twin ridges,
the girls stood above a river that flowed
with the unending blood of lonely people.

They grew sick of holding it in, though,
and the windows nearby slowly darkened

because houses are our only reservoirs.

It was a long afternoon.
The girls invented at least seven other rivers.

They tried to swim to one another
across the river of embodiment,
but it was a leaden river and they sank.

They dove into the river of sameness
but were either cut in half or erased.

They gave up at dusk like we all do.
Our girl picked at a loose thread on her dress
that unraveled the blonde girl’s hemline.

It was time for dinner on both sides,
but no one moved.



Our girl tugged harder at the thread
and the blonde girl’s lower lip pulled down.
Our girl said, the windows you sent

have begun charring my little house, but slowly,

much more slowly
than whatever it is that’s happening to you.



The Girl Thinks the Houses Look Fake and Have Been Set Out like a Tea Set.

The hole in my jaw where the words slide out
didn’t work,

but the one further up and back
on the hillside of my head,

that one opened up and drained.

A new now-hole,
the required speaking star,

one always forms.

I slept in a field that started as field and remained a field.
A little silver world soaked into the morning grass as I wandered away,

hair sticking up like the field’s,
eyes pinpricks like the field’s.

I aimed myself toward a clapboard house that sat so lightly in the woods,
all the life poured out of it.

When I finally arrived, I sat at the table
and made a plug to put in my pearly, frothing, temporary mouth.



Now I walk through the woods until I effervesce  
with messages for the leaves,

for the brown holes in the leaves,

then I get down on all fours and take the plug out.
Take it out.



America Leans Down and Talks Quietly into the Girl’s Ear like a Mother.

Don’t worry. One kills in dreams
but wakes having not killed.

Having not killed is part of waking.
Some mornings, though, you lay there
baking under layers of light, fear, and woolen blankets.
You know what’s right and what’s wrong,
what you don’t know is what happened
and if you were actually there.

That’s why dreams of digging a deep hole with a stolen shovel are so confusing. 
That’s why you expect to jerk awake
when you stand in a pile of dry brush holding a lit match in your hand.

The best thing to do, always,
is get up and walk down the stairs.
Don’t leave.
Not yet.

Wait awhile in the kitchen, it doesn’t matter whose kitchen,
and let the house absorb the blame.
That’s what a house is for.

You aren’t screaming,
you’re insisting.
You have to, because you’re always wrong,



even while you sit on the ground before daybreak waiting
for enough light to gather sticks.
You don’t know yet what a stick is,
what light is. You’ve confused the two of them before.

All day long, you walk back and forth through the field,
standing guard over what didn’t happen
to keep it from mixing with what did.
You didn’t shoot the gun, you just listened well
when they talked about how to do it.
You didn’t walk unscathed through the fire,
you walked unscathed over it.
You happened upon a narrow bridge.

You wouldn’t purposely hurt anyone,
but keep describing all the ways that you would.
List all the things that never happened,
and see if you can suck clean the edges of what did.



The Woman Holding a Mason Jar

In which blame like formaldehyde is an attempt to preserve the dead
In which composite of bad things
In which grown up huge from seed

In which I don’t know who is speaking
In which why do you think I would?

In which what happened and what didn’t switch places
In which in that way a girl matters

In which first the tart and then the lemon
In which first the burning and then the witches

In which density of the forest
In which small ones don’t get enough light
In which dead ones stand for years held up by the living ones around them

In which women refuse to be named
In which guessing is a pattern called Seven Sisters
In which whoever told you metaphor is figurative?
In which what happened props up one end of a wooden plank and what didn’t
props up the other

In which I put the worst ideas in a mason jar that I tie with twine and hang on my porch



In which women become interchangeable as an adaptive advantage
In which small protection like the crayfish’s exoskeleton
In which both make a noise when crushed

In which I forget to phrase things as questions
In which you are cut into an arrow shape and hung as road sign

In which trees actually do matter
In which no one prunes a whole forest

In which fire does
In which you are already too large to be dug up and replanted into good soil



The Woman at the Prow, the Forward-Most Part

Some of us have a dim memory         of riding a boat

that cuts through polar ice         like a memory.

We are gathered in a hold.         It becomes important and warm.         We grow

more certain as we’re carried past frozen mountains         that lift up

the bottom of the sea.         The plan to stop us

is geologic and misshapen.         No one can trust a boat they aren’t steering

except us.         No one can         but we are given long, soft jackets.

The walls of the boat ring and moan         against the steadfast layers of time.

Metallic but maternal sounds         name us as the boat’s children.

The hull cuts through        a very bad silence.         We’d been briefed

on the thick, unnatural appearance of the water          no longer liquid

and not yet solid         just hypnotic chunks of darkness.

We each wait in line to take our turn          alone at the prow

where we will be allowed to close our eyes          and invent one aspect

of the world          we are invading.



The Girl Patrolling the Sleeping Water, the Girl Visiting Her Old Home, the Girl 

Remaining Uneasy about Touching Any Part of the Town.

The only question I have for you is:
what are you and to what are you joined?

The house is not the fire, and the fire is not the house,
but how do you pry them apart?

The pile of ash I’m standing in seems to have come out of me.
It feels impolite to have a throat.

I should describe myself better in case someone could find me:
a white form.
A cut-out shape.
I found a sieve on the ground this morning

and started going through the ashes,
hoping to find another girl to take my place.

When I found one, I tried to give her my face,
but she already had a face.
She said no over and over,
whether I wanted to nail her skirt to the floor
or cool her little hand in a pitcher of milk.

She was so loud.
She didn’t come apart from what she said without becoming imaginary.



That’s how it goes:
the cat curled up under the bed is a raccoon
because that’s what it turned out to be.
The beautiful ladder I had to climb yesterday to get out of the house
was actually a tree.
I’m an old, old woman. I will be,
so I always was. My hip will break
crossing the floor to lift the pitcher of milk,
so my hip has always been broken.
That’s why I’m crawling to get out of the way.

Someone is drunk, crying in the street.
It’s a bad choice. Now she’s smeared
and always will be. No matter,

the fire is starting again on the top floor of the house across the street
I like the blonde girl who’s going to run out of it.
She’s named after a candy
and fell asleep with a candle burning.

Is it false pride to identify with the little attic window
that tries so hard to funnel all the smoke out?
The center beam inhales and then swings past my head.
The house reaches for me at the end. You should know that:
the house will reach for you at the end.



If There Is One Girl, There Must Be Two.

They say that just before the fire arrived, animals came pouring silently
out of the forest, all kinds together, heading to the river, “enemies and friends,”
their tongues hanging out.

For days before, the sun was “red” and “swollen,”
“many times its normal size.”
The moon was “not itself.”

The earth is always showing us how to have the wildest experiences.
While she runs, I remain still and mark her trail
like an axe blaze on a tree.

Also this: up close, her pupil moves quickly,
like a whole other creature living in her head.
If you don’t know what I mean, maybe it’s been too long
since you’ve had a friend.

Haven’t you ever been a rough, rough man a hundred miles away
from even a scrap of soft cloth to rub against your skin?
Then you look down and see a bolt of silk.

Not once such a man? I don’t believe you.
Though, truly, neither have I.

But that’s what I’m chasing, the unreal.
Whenever someone holds me down



and tries to make me literal, I stand back and pet my true foxes,
their overconfident pelts,
the hand-sized, satisfying tops of their heads.
They lack of horns, but, always they are by me
with their ears, like horns, poking up.

When she has to get away, she runs silently with any proximate beasts,
her tongue hanging out,
many times her normal size.

I first saw her up ahead on the hill trail above the river.
Here are the first notes I took on her behavior:
agile
fast and rosy
blonde but not slight, robust
quick between the pines
quicker up and down the rocks

loved praise about her climbing,
didn’t wince when she fell
didn’t answer questions
took off, ran, skipped, hopped
flew

Whole forests of trees wait for such girls.



Girls, Wake Up. You Must Become Detectives.

The fire that destroyed the town was a hybrid eclipse
behind which someone murdered a boy.
And maybe a girl.
And maybe the parents, their popped eyes
hanging from all the branches
ready to drop seeds.

You’ll find out who. Even now the peeling boat
is scraping up the stream with answers.

Pine cones, you’re right,
that’s what their eyes were.
The many-limbed things they’d seen their boy do
trying to get away and climb out of the flat palm of the yard,
those unseeable things ripened into scales.
Right in their heads.

The yard held and examined him, then squeezed shut.
Just a reflex. 

Every profound worry forms a tree. Give it time.

Here comes a human figure.

You have to want to know.



You have to believe the killer will be someone specific enough
that one day you will sleep with your fur curled over his face.

Don’t forget the wide-eyed girl.
But which one? The dead one? But which one?
Here comes the boat and the soggy figure.

Everyone was overwhelmed when the yard froze
as the boy crawled across it with so many long, thin legs.
They burst out of him.
It was a feeling.

Because he was so young. The wide-eyed girl was
maybe not yet born? But also dead. She was hidden in the seams
between her mamma’s teeth.
Atmospheric. Condemning.

The human shapes walking around now are mostly decoys.
You better wake up.

They’re saying the boy escaped. They found a bone fragment in a desert.
Wrong landscape, mountain lion.
You better start investigating
before the bloated figure soaks in and the boat dissolves with rot.

When the bristling tree rises out of your throat,
it’ll be like you were never born.
Then you won’t know what to do.



Something bad, something sequential, is happening to you.
Maybe not to you, but in the place you’re standing.
You seem to be bringing it with you.



The Forthcoming Disasters of Gold River

In a picture in a museum, the dry grasses will start a fire that eats the frame away.

The windows of the houses will take over depth of feeling while the townspeople 
take over transparency.

The mute boy won’t be in the adjacent field to save the day.

The doctor won’t know what he has given his favorite patient.

The train headed to town with supplies will shrink and be placed under glass.

The returning soldier will get off the train to chip away at the glass and will create 
a fine snow. When he finally arrives, the snow will rise from his lungs and cut tiny 
holes in his beloved as he speaks.

The girl with whom we most identify must stand in her yard and choose
between a cosmic or a sexual trauma.

Fewer and fewer of the remaining ninety people in town will be able to point to 
what is happening versus what isn’t.

Your eyes will turn into smoke, or smoke will turn into your eyes,
depending on the size of your house.

Roads will take too long going in and out.

The collected history will fail to stick to the pages and then will fail to be history.





The poems in First the Burning are from a longer book in progress, The Forthcoming 
Disasters of Gold River.

Thank you to the journals that first published some of these poems, often in different 
versions: Academy of American Poets Poem-a-Day series, the American Poetry Review, 
the Awl, Better, Country Dog Review, OmniVerse, PANK, A Public Space, and the Southern 
Review.
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